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Christopher Kaufman is an accomplished composer of music for the classical concert stage as
well an author, illustrator, teacher, performer and presenter. He has a large number of works
for a wide variety of medium and his work has been performed by world-class musicians far
and wide. As founder/director of CHIRON Performing Arts he presented the work of
hundreds of artists of all disciplines. He has recently developed a system of presenting fine
arts and music to family audiences titled ‘The Phantastic Theater’ which features his unique
interdisciplinary presentation method which combines film, visual art, live performance,
symphonic sound, dance and puppetry. Visit soundartus.com for information on these and his
many other projects.
In recent years Kaufman took the techniques he learned in his work on film related projects
and applied them to his chamber music compositions, one result being his ‘environmental
pieces’. These are works where traditional classical instrumental performance is combined
with CDTapes filled with hundreds of natural sounds, orchestral and
electronic sounds and video comprised of natural imagery and the work
of environmental artists such as Ken Cro-Ken. The most ambitious of the
projects is titled Hudson Valley Music - you can visit the project page for
this work here: https://soundartus.com/environmental-music/.
Kaufman has also taken his studio skills and applied them to a new series
of ‘interdisciplinary’ projects - Tales of the Ocean City, The Musical
Forest, The Phantastic Zoo and the upcoming Dancing Night Hawk. These works take the
form of books with CD, audio albums, workshops and live shows. Kaufman presents these
works in his The Phantastic Theater presentation system.
“Christopher Kaufman’s The Musical Forest builds on the tradition of Stravinsky’s L’histoire
du Soldat and Prokofiev’s Peter and the Wolf, creating a unique performance work that
entertains and educates in an original work of art.” - Emmy award winning composer Joe
Carroll - who worked with Jim Henson for many years on projects such as
Sesame Street.
Kaufman will be leading a performance of The Musical Forest, the new
version for full orchestra, April 10th (two performaces on one day) with
the Southwestern Minnesota Orchestra.π
Kaufman recently completed a work for Sting Quartet titled The Freedom
Quartet. The work was written in response to several tragedies, the first
being the presidential election of 2016. The music begins with emotional complexity which
combines feelings of fury with hope. The finale of the work is an emphatic rendition of our
National Anthem. The second movement is dedicated to his mother, actress/screen writer

Anna Filameno, who passed 1.30.17. This work will be performed by the illustrious Amernet
Quartet during their upcoming season.
Kaufman has also created, with his friend John Kiehl, a game-based
music teaching app for IOS devices called ‘Name That Opus’. Kiehl is
the co-founder of Soundtrack, which is the largest studio on the East
coast.
You can read much more about Kaufman and his work at his home
website - www.soundartus.com. There you can link to pages and blogs for
the above mentioned projects and to pages where you can hear many
tracks of Kaufman’s music. Kaufman’s works are found on Amazon,
itunes and many on-line stores.
Recent Works: Multi/InterDisciplinary Works: 'The Phantastic Zoo', ''The Musical
Forest','Tales of the Ocean City' Books One and Two, THE SEA GOD for full orchestra,
MYTHAGOS - for full orchestra, SPIRIT - for Chamber orchestra, OCEAN - for violin and
piano, HUDSON VALLEY MUSIC - for various ensemble combinations, CDTape
comprised of natural and orchestral sounds and visual projections, MUSIC FROM EARTH for Alto Saxophone Soloist, east/west orchestra, Electronic and Natural Sounds. THE
PHOENIX - chamber ballet version and full-orchestra versions, At the Gates... for 9
trombones. ISLAND ('eeslahnd') for full orchestra with narrator.
Highlights: 5 time fellow MacDowell Arts Colony • ACO Readings • Music Performed at the
U.N. twice • ‘Hudson Valley Music’ performed at Frederick Loewe Theater NYU • ‘Music
From Earth’ toured Russia, Balkans Europe by Demetrius Spaneas • CAP Individual Arts
Award • ‘Loftcity Viral Ad Award’ with writer/dir. Julian Overall • ISLAND for full
orchestra and narrator to be performed next season in Iceland • ‘Little Courage’ (film with
writer/dir. Veronica Caicedo)screened Loewes Chelsea, NY • Wall Street On-line Journal •
Music featured at Charles Ives Festival, Eastman Musica Nova, Darmstaadt Muzik Insitut,
and many more similar venues • ‘Digital Opus One’ released through Reverbnation •
Interviews on WKCR and WBAI radio
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Kaufman is an accomplished composer of music for the classical concert stage as
well an author, illustrator, teacher, performer and presenter. He has a large
number of works for a wide variety of medium and his work has been performed
by world-class musicians far and wide. As founder/director of CHIRON
Performing Arts he has presented the work of hundreds of artists of all disciplines.
He has recently developed a system of presenting fine arts and music to family
audiences titled ‘The Phantastic Theater’ where he features his unique
interdisciplinary presentation method which combines video, visual art, live
performance, symphonic sound, dance and puppetry. These works are found in
book form, with full audio albums, on his site with links to his online store. He
has also scored independent films and a couple commercials where he learned
the art of sound design and scoring to film. Kaufman also specializes in
Environmental works which feature live performance by musicians of various
ensemble combinations (from solo to full orchestra), ‘music concrete’ flowing
through speakers created from natural and orchestral sounds and video
comprised of both natural imagery and visual art. Visit soundartus.com for
information on these and his many other projects.

